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By Sybil Johnson

Henery Press, United States, 2014. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A CHARMING MYSTERY FILLED WITH
COLORFUL CHARACTERS. Johnson paints characters with a folksy charm that makes them feel like
family. But beware! This richly-textured mystery has it all: family secrets, professional competition,
and judgments cast for past mistakes. Color me a fan! - Diane Vallere, Author of the Material
Witness, Style Error, and Mad for Mod Mystery Series Sub-Genre Keywords: Cozy Mysteries, Amateur
Sleuth, Women Sleuths, Craft Mysteries A dead body in her garden and a homicide detective on her
doorstep. Computer programmer and tole-painting enthusiast Aurora (Rory) Anderson doesn t
envision finding either when she steps outside to investigate the frenzied yipping coming from her
own backyard. After all, she lives in Vista Beach, a quiet California beach community where violent
crime is rare and murder even rarer. Suspicion falls on Rory when the body buried in her flowerbed
turns out to be someone she knows-her tole painting teacher, Hester Bouquet. Just two weekends
before, Rory attended one of Hester s weekend painting seminars, an unpleasant experience she
vowed never to repeat. As evidence piles up...
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is simple in go through better to fully grasp. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading through period. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Alexander Jacobi-- Alexander Jacobi

Absolutely among the best book We have ever study. It is actually writter in easy words instead of hard to understand. I found out this publication from my
i and dad encouraged this book to find out.
-- Kristina Rippin-- Kristina Rippin
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